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The objective of this Bachelor’s thesis is to design a slab in weak clay. The load bearing 
capacity of clay is 100kPa while slab will be a support system for municipal sewage pipe 
system. Due to the low load-bearing capacity of clay, it can’t hold all the loads that come 
from the top i.e. the traffic load and the earth load. There are different methods to design a 
slab when there is enough load bearing capacity of soil but due to the diverse and hetero-
geneous nature of the soil, the load bearing capacity of soil varies and it is very difficult to 
design the structure when the load bearing capacity of soil is less. 
 
Similarly, this thesis is also part of a recommendation for SWECO Oy Finland for the design 
of a ground slab to support a municipal sewage pipe system in weak clay in an economic 
and effective way. In order to provide the support to the slab, a column with a compressive 
strength of 400kPa and radius of 400mm was designed using Deep soil mixing method with 
c/c distance of 1700mm.  The value of moment and other necessary calculations were cal-
culated using Robot Structural Analysis (FEM). 
 
Firstly, the slab was placed in weak clay assuming clay as a support system where the 
elastic coefficient of clay (ks), was calculated and later the value was used in Robot Struc-
tural Analysis to calculate the moment and deflection. The deflection of the slab was very 
high so it was decided to provide supports to the slab using columns created from deep soil 
mixing method. Finally, in total, 14 columns of 400mm radius were used to achieve the suit-
able design condition.  
 

Keywords soil, slab, modulus of subgrade reaction (ks),  deep soil mixing, 
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1 Introduction 

 

Every structure is in contact with soil, where soil acts as a support system for the 

superstructure and all of the loads in the structure are ultimately transferred to the earth. 

The soil consists of various layers and due to the diverse nature of the soil, the load 

bearing capacity of soil varies. Soil layers vary in extent as well as in depth, even in a 

small area which makes it very hard to study. As the quality of soil layer is increased then 

the ability of that layer to distribute the load is also increased. Typically, in Finland, most 

of the soil has been generated as a consequence of ice age. When the glaciers receded 

years ago, they left behind only typical soil that can be seen in Finland, bedrock together 

with quaternary deposits. (Nenonen & Portaankorva, 2009).  

 

This thesis deals with the design of a 24m*1.5m*0.25m reinforced concrete slab in weak 

clay which has to support the municipal sewage pipes without causing any failure. Simi-

larly, the traffic load and the earth loads will also be taken into account in the design 

process. The dimension of reinforcements to support the slab which would take the ten-

sion force will also be calculated. There are various complications in designing a slab 

due to the presence of weak clay. As the load bearing capacity of clay is very weak, the 

presence of static and dynamic loads makes it more complicated and challenging. Sim-

ilarly, the span of the slab is 24m long which makes it more compound. Various ground 

slabs are being installed currently in projects in Finland but regardless of all the practical 

knowledge available to solve the problem, the structure continues to face the problem of 

deflection, cracking and shrinkage. With the deflection and shrinkage, the slab starts to 

crack and the structure on the top (sewage pipes) starts to break and cause various 

problems. The soil is neither completely flexible nor is it completely rigid .The value of 

modulus of subgrade reaction, ks was calculated assuming the soil as flexible as shown 

in Figure 45.(See Appendix) 

 

Initially, weak clay has to support a slab and distribute the load coming from the top to 

the earth. It is very difficult to make a structure in weak clay and this problem is ap-

proached in two ways. The first way is to increase the load bearing capacity of clay by 

using various methods as well as to provide support systems to the slab which would be 

discussed further. The second way is to design the slab which could hold the various 

loads like traffic loads and earth loads without causing any significant deflection and 
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cracking in the slab. Separate calculations of earth loads, traffic loads, shrinkage, and 

reinforcements have been made which can be studied from the Appendix 2. 

2 Soil  

 

The soil is a mixture of minerals, organic material, water and air.  The soil profile of one 

location is unique to that of another. The soil consists of various layers of sand, silt, clay 

and bedrock. Before discussing more about the slab design, as the slab is in the soil and 

soil holds the slab and transfers all of the loads to the earth that comes to the slab in its 

lifetime it is important to know about the soil mechanics. Typically, the top layer of the 

soil consists of the organic material such as decomposing leaves, the second layer is 

known as the top soil which consists of fertile soil, the third layer consists of sand, silt, 

minerals and clay as well as other various mixtures of soil. Finally, the last one consists 

of the rock layer which is also commonly known as bedrock. The layer of bedrock is a 

very good layer of foundation for any structure. Whenever the layer of bedrock is deep 

the piles are used to transfer all the loads to the bedrock which will make the foundation 

strong. 

 

Some soil is strong and some are weak. The characteristic term used to describe the 

carrying capacity of soil is the load bearing capacity of soil. The load bearing capacity of 

soil is the property of soil which can be described as the capacity of the soil up to which 

it can hold the load without collapsing the structure on top of it. It is very important for the 

structural engineer to know the load bearing capacity of soil so that the structural engi-

neer can design the structure in the soil. If the load bearing capacity of soil is very weak, 

then the structural engineer has two choices i.e. whether to install support system which 

can be a pile or a group of piles or to improve the load bearing capacity of soil by using 

various techniques. These techniques might vary according to the type of soil and on the 

location of the project.  As already stated the bearing capacity of soil varies but the pre-

sumptive bearing capacities of various soil types is included in Figure 40.(See Appendix 

2 ) 

 

Installing piles can be very expensive and the design process is very complex and time-

consuming. One of the simplest ways to improve the load bearing capacity of soil is to 

use various techniques, but before that it is very important to know the various features 

of soil. It is the job of Geotechnician to provide the details of soil to the structural engineer 
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so that the structural engineer can design a stable structure. The design is done using 

the safety factor of 1.5 for live loads and 1.15 for dead loads to increase the safety limit 

and to control the deflection and settlements of the structure in tolerable limits.  The soil 

consists of voids between which water and gas are present. The weight of water and soil 

can be calculated by using the following formulas. 

 

� � 	����  

� � 	���	  

Where; ��, �� = Weight of water and soil respectively, 

 
� , 
	 = Volume of water and voids, 

w = Water Content; S = degree of saturation 

 

Soil consists of various asymmetrical shaped particles of various shapes and sizes due 

to which grain soil distribution (GSD) as shown in figure 1 is used to classify various soil 

types. GSD is an engineering property of soil which determines soil properties which 

make it easy to do the soil classifications according to grain soil distribution. The soil 

consists of cavities or voids between particles which cause the low bearing capacity of 

soil. These voids are partially filled with air or water. There are various terms to describe 

the properties of soil in geotechnical engineering studies. Commonly used terms are void 

ratio “e” porosity “n” water content ” w” and degree of saturation “S”, bulk weight, unit 

weight of soil and water. (Rao, 2011) 

 

 

Figure 1: Soil Types with size limit in mm. (Soil Properties) 
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 �		 � �	/� ��		 �	��	/�� 		��			 �		��	/��		 
Where, �		 = Total unit weight; 

 ��		 �	Unit weight of soil; 

 ��			= unit weight of water. (Rao, 2011) 

 

Further ways to calculate the above-mentioned terms can be studied in various books of 

soil mechanics. The existing soil at the site is not always suitable to design the structure 

so it is necessary to find various techniques to improve the load bearing capacity of soil. 

These techniques are very good as they might increase the load bearing capacity by 

double or more.  In order to determine the types of soil present underground before con-

structing the structure on top of it, subsoil exploration is done. Sub Soil exploration is a 

process where Geo-technician investigates the character, nature, load bearing capacity, 

and other various characteristics of soil. Subsoil exploration is very important to deter-

mine the types of soil present underneath the soil. A sample document of subsoil explo-

ration is included in  Figure 41. (See Appendix). With the type of soil known, various 

experiments can be conducted to calculate the needed data that will be further used in 

the design process of the structure. 

 

There are various types of soil like expansive soil which swells in water and shrinks after 

the removal of water content. With the subsoil exploration, the data is given to the struc-

tural engineer so that the engineer can design the proper structure. The long-term per-

formance of the whole system depends significantly on the stability of the underlying soil. 

Similarly, the stability of the whole system lies on the underground slab that is placed in 

order to support the sewage pipeline along with other various infrastructures like water 

pipelines, rainwater collection pipes, electricity lines, internet lines and other various 

communication lines.  

 

After the subsoil analysis, the various properties of soil are known and those properties 

can be used in various ways to increase the bearing capacity of the soil if it is weak. 

Some common methods of ground improvement are described in further chapters. 

Sometimes the analysis is just skipped if the characteristics of the soil are well known. 
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From the analysis Geotechnician knows about the rock condition, load-bearing capacity 

of the soil, ground water conditions and other valuable data. The soil is classified as 

cohesive and cohesionless soil. The cohesive soil is the fine-grained soil which is closely 

integrated and stick together. The particle size of the cohesive soil ranges from 0.06m 

or less. The cohesive soil is soft when it is wet and it becomes stiff when it is hard which 

causes a high amount of shrinkage and swelling in the soil. Cohesive soil like clay cannot 

be compacted easily. A process like static pressure and kneading is done for the com-

paction of cohesive soil. Several layers of gravel and other materials are placed to in-

crease the bearing capacity of the soil before placing any structure on the top of the weak 

soil. Cohesion soil can be sand; gravel stone whose particle size ranges from 0.06mm 

to 200mm or more as shown in Figure 1. 

 

As this thesis deals with the design of structure in clay, it is necessary to know about 

clay. Clay is a fine-grained soil or natural rock material which consists of various clay 

minerals. Due to the presence of water content clay can be found in a wet condition 

which behaves as a plastic in nature. Clay becomes hard when water is removed from it 

but it becomes brittle too. Clay can be considered as a very good construction material 

or very bad depending on the water content. If there is expansive or heave clay, then it 

causes problems to the structure. There will be a structural damage on the structure if 

the water content changes on the soil as a change in the water content will cause the 

shrinking or swelling in the clay.  

 

2.1 Ground Improvement and support systems 

 

The ground improvement process has various meanings in the construction industry. 

Typically ground improvement means making the soil strong by various methods to en-

hance the physical and chemical properties in order to increase the compressive strength 

of soil and to reduce the bad properties of soil like shrinkage, swelling and consequently 

improving the load bearing capacity of a subgrade soil to provide an efficient support to 

the superstructure. Since clay has a low load bearing capacity it is important to increase 

the bearing capacity of clay so that it will act as a support for a slab and other various 

civil infrastructure. Clay is the most problematic material to be dealt with because of its 

properties of swelling in a wet environment and shrinking and drying in a dry environ-

ment. The terminology used for the soil support systems is different in various books. 

The definition given by the American Concrete Institute is given below in Figure 2. 
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Subgrade: Natural soil that is already present there. 

Subbase: This layer usually consists of gravel. 

Base: This layer is on top of sub base and under the slab.  (Concrete Network) 

Figure 2: Typical layers of soil stabilization 

 

One of the most frequent problems in soil is the problem related to the settlement of the 

soft soil and heave of the expansive soil. There are several ground circumstances where 

at least a reasonable increase in the bearing capacity in weak soil is desired. The soil is 

a very dynamic material as it varies from place to place and different techniques are 

needed to stabilize the weak soil. The design of slab has to be such so that it could hold 

the structure and transfer the loads to the ground without cracking and deflection in the 

substructure. The concrete slab has to provide the needed support required to achieve 

the acceptable performance under traffic and other various loadings. Therefore, the base 

should be strong enough so that it can support the whole structure and transfer the load 

to the ground.  Similarly, if the subgrade soil is not properly stabilized it will lead to the 

damage of the slab by cracking and deflection. (Civil Engineering Home) 

 

The current practice to increase the soil stability and to increase its load bearing capacity 

is not enough and the stabilization property varies due to the diverse and heterogeneous 

nature of  the soil. (Powrie). One of the best methods of stabilization would be the one 

which would provide the durable stability at a low economic cost. Geotechnical properties 

of tricky soil like soft fine grained soil, clay, and expansive soil can be enhanced by var-

ious approaches and techniques. The most common method of soil densifying or soil 

stabilization is the use of the soil compaction method but the problem is with the clay. If 

there is a clay, it’s hard to do the compaction. Another method should be used for the 

compaction of clay. The chemical method can be used to treat the problematic soil using 

various chemicals like lime, (Bell, 1996) , cement, fly ash or the combination of above.  

 

Cohesive soil like clay cannot be compacted but according to the Menard and Broise, 

cohesive soil can be treated by the dynamic replacement method. Dynamic replacement 
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can improve the soil property as long as there is no liquefaction. Clay soil can be stabi-

lized by adding a small percentage by weight of lime to enhance the properties of clay 

and make it more stable. According to a research by F. G. Bell in1996 it is recommended 

to use no more than 8 % of lime to reduce the shrinkage and increase in the plastic limit 

of clay. Lime stabilization is very useful for clay as it reduces shrinkage and swelling and 

increases the compressive strength by noticeable times in many cases of soil. (Quality 

Lime and Stone Products) The use of compacted coarse aggregate like gravel, crushed 

rock, natural or crushed stone also provides the structure stabilized the base. The prop-

erties of the soil can be changed by using various methods like surface compaction and 

consolidation. Similarly, methods like Vibro replacement, soil reinforcement, the use of 

geotextiles and geomembranes, deep soil mixing, and piles are also used to support the 

structure which is discussed below. (Civil Engineering Home). 

 

Vibro replacement  

 

Vibro replacement is a technique where a dense ag-

gregate column is constructed by a means of a crane 

suspended downhole vibrator as shown in Figure 3.  It 

is also commonly referred to as Vibro compaction. This 

technique helps to improve the soil bearing capacity 

and decreases the settlement. This method of soil im-

provement technique creates a high modulus of the 

stone column that reinforces the treatment zone and 

densifies the surrounding granular soil. (Hayward 

Baker) 

 

It is possible to make a stone column of a diameter measuring about 150 to 1100mm.This 

method is considered as a cheap and effective way of increasing the bearing capacity of 

soil when there is weak soil. The first guidelines for Vibro replacement were published 

by Germany where the use of Vibro replacement in a soil is restricted which has a shear 

strength less than 15kN/m� to25kN/m�	. (Heinz) Columns made by the Vibro replace-

ment method are for the ground improvement but it can also be considered for the struc-

tural support which depends on the surrounding soil condition.  

 

 

 

Figure 3: Vibro Replacement 
(Hayward Baker) 
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Soil compaction and consolidation  

 

Compaction is the process of pressing the soil together and removing air from voids while 

the consolidation is the process of removing water from voids. With compaction and 

consolidation, there is a significant increase in the shear strength and ductility of soil. 

Compaction and consolidation even help to decrease the permeability of the soil. As 

previously stated soil consists of gas and water, when it is compacted the load bearing 

capacity of soil is increased which leads to the strong foundation due to the decrease in 

the size of the voids. As the space between the soil is decreased thus, the bulk density 

of soil is also increased. The new layer can be taken to the laboratory to test its charac-

teristics. But every soil type cannot be compacted which will lead to another method to 

increase the load bearing capacity of soil. Typically, clay has a lower bulk density and 

it’s not a good idea to use compaction for clay. Therefore, piles can be used to increase 

the load-bearing capacity. 

 

There are various ways for the compaction of soil like Vibro compaction, dynamic com-

paction, compaction grouting etc. A compaction vibrator is a method where the ground 

is improved using a downhole vibrator and gravel is powered from the top. Dynamic 

compaction is a method where a controlled heavy weight is dropped from the top of a 

crane which densifies the soil. Similarly, compaction grouting is a process where sink 

holes and voids are removed by the staged injection of low-slump, low mobility aggregate 

grout.  

 

Piles 

 

Piles are the major support system for a various structure that is constructed in today’s 

era. Structures like bridges, high-rise buildings, towers, and dams, uses piles as their 

support systems. The pile is a vertical support structure of a deep foundation that is 

driven deep into the earth. The pile is kept deep in the earth and left underground in 

bedrock to transfer the loads. There are various types of piles that can be installed to 

pass the loads in the earth. Some of them are micro piles, tripod piles, sheet piles, soldier 

piles etc. A pile foundation consists of two main components which are pile cap and 

single or group of piles. The pile cap is a thick concrete mat foundation that rests on the 

pile that is driven inside the earth. Piles can be constructed from various construction 

materials like wood, concrete, steel which depends on upon the type of soil that is pre-

sent on the project site.  
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Micro piles were considered as the first options for supporting the slab but later deep soil 

mixing method was preferred due to the economic benefits. Micro piles are commonly 

known as mini piles because of their lengths compared to the other pile systems. These 

piles can be of a diameter from 80 mm to 300mm. During the installation of micro piles, 

there is less vibration and noise which is beneficial in many cases. In the case of micro 

piles, most of the load is supported by the high capacity of steel elements compared to 

the other conventional piles.  

 

Driving piles into the saturated clay produces a temporary disturbance in the layer and 

increase in pore water pressure (Lambe and Horn 1965) which might temporarily liquefy 

the clay but after a few days the clay gains its original strength. Not all the piles go deep 

inside the earth. Friction piles are the type of piles that work on a different principle than 

the other pile system as seen in  Figure 42.  In the case of a friction pile, the pile transfers 

the load along all the height of the pile by friction. The whole cylindrical surface of the 

pile works to transfer the load in the earth. (Pile Foundations) 

 

Use of geotextiles or geogrid 

 

Geotextiles are a permeable fabric that is used in the 

construction sector which in association with soil can be 

used as a filter, reinforcing, protecting material and for 

the purpose of a drainage. Geotextiles have a very high 

tensile strength and can support a heavy load, whereas 

the geogrid is a synthetic material that is used to rein-

force the soil.  

 

As shown in Figure 4  there is a combined geotextile 

and geogrid which are used to separate soil from the 

gravel. This method can provide a good separation layer for the materials and even allow 

them to transfer the forces to a larger area of soil which would protect the soil from getting 

damaged. When the construction is over the soft soil, the excavation has often to be 

done in the right depth. The use of geogrid and geotextile can often act as a good solution 

for the project. (Spectra Roadway improvement system) 

 

According to a recent study, the use of geogrid and geotextiles can reduce the use of 

aggregates and can perform even better. Similarly, the recent study has suggested using 

Figure 4: Geotextiles and Geogrid. 
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a two layer of geogrid would improve the bearing capacity of soil. Geotextiles can even 

be used to prevent the roots of plants entering inside the structure. Similarly, it is also 

noted that geotextiles have been used in the demolition of buildings to stop the spreading 

of debris. (Pbs.org) 

3 Deep soil Mixing (DSM) 

 

 Deep soil mixing is a ground improvement tech-

nique that improves the characteristics of the 

weak soil or in this case clay by mechanically 

mixing them with concrete, lime, and other ad-

mixtures according to the soil condition as shown 

in Figure 5. There are two types of deep soil mix-

ing. The first is wet soil mixing and the other one 

is dry soil mixing. In dry deep soil mixing, the soil 

is mixed with a wet cementitious binder to create 

soil crete while in the wet soil mixing soil is mixed 

with dry cementitious binder slurry. Dry mixing is 

preferred in the areas where there is wet soil or 

a very high water table and the wet mixing is pre-

ferred where there is a lower water table. 

(Hayward Baker). In deep soil mixing the 

columns, height is constructed so that they can take the load without collapsing. The 

columns are not constructed so that they will reach bedrock, instead, they are con-

structed till a stiff layer of soil. According to many researchers, deep soil mixing technique 

has been successful in various projects in Scandinavian countries.   

 

In Finland, there are guidelines on how to design deep soil mixing columns but they are 

only for the compressive strength of 200kPa columns and the maximum traffic loading is 

only 10kPa. In this method, a column is constructed with a powerful drill which is passed 

deep into the soil and is mixed with radial paddles located near the bottom of the drill. 

This technique helps to increase the bearing capacity, decrease settlement and increase 

the global stability and provides supports for the structure planned. Wet soil mixing is a 

very economical and cheap choice for simple structures. (Hayward Baker) 

 

Figure 5:  Wet soil mixing (Hayward 
Baker) 
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Typically, the diameter of the column can vary from 0.6m to 3 m and the length of the 

column can vary from 1.5m to 10m. Similarly, there can be a single or a group column 

as seen in Figure 11. The diameter and the length of these columns can be decided by 

the structural engineer depending upon the soil conditions. As stated above it is the job 

of the Geotechnician to provide the details of soil conditions to the structural engineer. 

These deep soil mixing (DSM) columns can have circular or triangular arrangements as 

shown in Figure 6 and the spacing can be found out using formulas below. (Puppala, 

2008) 

The diameter and the length of the column created depends upon the concrete and water 

ratio which would also determine the strength of the columns. Before construction, the 

test can be conducted in the laboratory to find the suitable strength of columns so that 

proper diameter and length of the column can be decided. Various additives like lime, 

cement, different colouring etc. can be added depending upon the need of the project as 

well as upon the soil characteristics. 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

         Figure 6: Triangular and square arrangements of columns. (Puppala, 2008) 

 

For triangular arrangement, 

design	area	ratio	!"#$ � %� "&'("�')( * %� 	"&'( �	 %� "+,"	-.	/-0123"+,"	-.	,4150"6,+"0	∆0, � 	 %� 89:&'(� 4< =
%� ∗ ? ∗ √AB

A ∗ ? 
 

 

? � 	 CD 93.364 ∗	"#B H ∗ 	:&'( 
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For square arrangement, 

 

"# �	 "&'("�')( * "&'( � "+,"	-.	/-0123"+,"	-.	?41"+, � 89:&'(� 4< =? ∗ ?  

 

 

? � 	 CD 9	4"#B H ∗ :&'( 
 

 

The dimension of the slab is 24m*1.5m*0.25m. The initial spacing was calculated to be 

of 1280mm for the triangular arrangement with 20% of area ratio. Figure 7 below shows 

the spacing and area ratio graph which would make it easier to determine the spacing 

and area needed for the project according to the diameter of the columns. The strength 

of these columns has to be determined and confirmed in the laboratory too. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7: DSM column spacing for square and triangular pattern respectively

(Puppala, 2008) 
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Figure 9: Initial plan view of deep soil mixing columns . 

 

Figure 8: General unconfined compressive strength of clay. (Binod Tiwari, 2008) 

 

In Figure 8 the required value of general unconfined compressive strength is present 

which can be used to get the shear strength of the column. The strength of the column 

depends upon the diameter and clay-water concrete ratio. With the increase in water, 

ratio compared to the concrete, compressive strength of column decreases. With the 

increase in the concrete content in the construction phase, the higher strength columns 

can be created. 

In order to determine the number of columns, following formulas can be used: 

No of columns along the length of the slab;  NI �	 JKLM/MNO/O  

No of columns along the width is given by;   NP �	QKLM/MNO/O  

 

Where; 

L is the length of the slab 

B is the width of the slab sR/R is the centre to centre distance as shown in Figure 6. 

ST/T is the distance from the edge to edge of the column as shown in Figure 6. (Puppala, 

2008) 

 

From the calculation the initial predicted U( 	is 19 and the U� is 1. The predicted plan and 

the sectional views for the deep soil mixing is below: 
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Figure 10: Initial detail view of Anchor rod and geo grid connection to the DSM column.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

3.1 Compressive strength of DSM columns 

 

According to Geotechnician, the compressive strength of columns that is made by DSM 

method can range up to 1000kPa or more with a change in water-concrete ratio. The 

compressive strength is very difficult to estimate and unconfined compressive strength 

is calculated by mix design method. Before construction, laboratory work has to be done 

in order to find the best suitable binder for the soil that is being treated.  According to 

notable research team the strength properties of the deep soil mixing columns depends 

on the various factors like type of binders, physical and chemical properties of soil, water 

content, amount of binder, mixing efficiency, temperature, curing time, humidity, loading 

rate, confining pressure similarly on the compression, tension, and the simple shear. 

(Federal highway administration, 2013) The compressive strength properties of cured 

clay or clay crete used in the calculation are 400kPa. 

 

Often the compressive strength of laboratory columns is more than that of the field which 

gives a lot of confusion on how to calculate the compressive strength of the columns. 

Often lots of studies have been performed and the results have been very different. Ac-

cording to the Euro Soil Stab the strength of the field mixed materials may be 20 to 50% 

strength that that of the laboratory mixed specimen while according to CDIT the strength 

can be 20 to 100 %. Therefore, it is highly recommended to consider the consultant of 

experienced DSM expert to determine the relationship between the field mixed and la-

boratory mixed materials.  

 

There are some formulas for in situ method to calculate the compressive strength of the 

column but due to the limitation, the process on how to determine the compressive 
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strength of a column is not discussed in full detail. So, the compressive strength of col-

umn was taken to be of 400kPa in the calculation. Guidelines produced by Federal high-

way administration of US department of transportation can be used to study the methods 

in detail.  

 

Column vane test was developed in Finland which makes it easy to test the compressive 

strength of the column in site. This test is widely used for the column of the diameter of 

130 to 160mm and the height is half the diameter. This method is applicable for testing 

the column up to the strength of 400kPa.  

 

As previously stated the compressive strength of column depends on the clay, cement, 

and water content that are used to produce the column of a fixed diameter and length. 

The compressive cement ratio of the grout is typically 0.9 to 1.3 by weight. The grout 

injection volume is typically 20% to 40% of the soil volume and the dry cement ratio to 

soil ratio is typically 200 to 450 kg/m3. (Kennet) 

 

Further experiments and calculations are needed to confirm the given data by various 

authors as the value vary due to the change in the ratio of concrete, clay, and water. As 

there might be a need of various types of deep soil mixing columns, some common type 

of DSM columns can be seen in Figure 11.  

 

 

Figure 11 : Various types of Deep soil mixing columns. 
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In Figure 12 above, it can be seen that it is possible to have a strong deep mixing col-

umns but the compressive strength of a column is very difficult to calculate using formu-

las. But the sample mixture can be tested in the lab several times before the construction 

begins to find the suitable mixture ratio of water-cement-clay for a given project. Accord-

ing to the recent research from the Japanese team, the efficiency of the system can be 

expressed in terms of the “number of mixing per yard T” as shown below: 

 

V � U 8WX�X ∗ 	�)�= *	WY�Y  

Where; 

N = total number of mixing blades �X , �Y = penetration and withdrawal speed (yard/min) WX , WY = blade rotation speed during penetration and withdrawal (rpm) �) = stabilizer injection on penetration(pcf) 

W = Total amount of stabilizer (pcf) 

 

From the calculation, if the value of T is ≥ 350 for clay then it’s okay and the value of T 

can range from 400 to 450 for different soil types according to the research team. Simi-

larly, there is high mobilization cost associated with the equipment. Therefore, it is ben-

eficial to use this method in large projects than in small projects. The system becomes 

more strong if there are more columns to support the loads. The price of DSM columns 

 

Figure 12: Compressive strength. (Korkiala, 2012) 
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depends upon the number of columns and on the amount of binder as well as on the 

length of the column. Some price label according to Geotechnician is given below: 

 

D600 ~ 7-12 €/m 

D700 ~ 10-14 €/m 

D800 ~ 12-18 €/m 

4 Design Principles and Loads 

 

Ground supported slabs is a complicated structural design area due to the complicated 

behavior of soil and lack of proper guidelines in Euro-Codes on how to design under-

ground structure. There is a compressive source of guidelines in SFS-EN 1991-1-1 which 

presents a framework for establishing only a ground based structures like footings, piles, 

and other structures. 

 

 In Finland, ground supported concrete floors can be designed using the guidelines from 

45 / BLY 7 Betonilattiat 2014.  45 / BLY 7 Betonilattiat 2014 report gives the general 

guidelines according to the EuroCodes as well as from the Finnish perspective. The soil 

in real life is neither rigid nor flexible in nature and gives a different value of soil reaction 

which makes it challenging to model. 

 

Cracking of concrete should be taken into account and the consequence class CC2 is 

used to design the slabs. The width of cracks has to remain small enough so that it won’t 

cause any further damage to the structure.  In this case, there were several load coming 

from the surface to the underground slab. Dead load and live load were taken into ac-

count while calculating the soil reaction force. 

 

It was very difficult to calculate the soil reaction force when the load case was not uni-

form. When the load case scenario was uniform then it is assumed that the soil reaction  

will be uniform on a slab which makes it easy to calculate the value of soil pressure. In 

real life, the soil reaction force is not uniform and various previous soil engineers or sci-

entists have spent their whole life discovering the properties of soil. 

 

One of the easiest ways is to calculate the deflection through the Winkler model. But the 

principles of the Winkler model have some irregularities. Similarly, the various structures 

have been designed in a conventional method assuming that the soil is rigid and the soil 
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pressure is uniform all the way but the scenario is different. According to the Winkler 

hypothesis the settlement or the displacement  of the soil “�” at a point is assumed to 

depend only upon the contact pressure “q” and a proportionality constant “k”  (Straughan, 

1990) as shown in Figure 13. 

 

 

kN	 	� 	 q w<  ;      q � P/A 

 

 

Where; 

 kN	 = coefficient of subgrade reaction; 

q = bearing pressure; � = settlement w(x)    

P = Load                                    

 

For slab with width b, it can be written as, 

 q � bwkN 
 

The problem with the Winkler model is that the deformation of foundations is only con-

fined within the loaded regions but the fact is that there are loads of different capacities. 

The spring constant _�		is different and it needs more expertise knowledge to calculate. 

Similarly, according to the Winkler hypothesis if soil is subjected to load, the springs will 

not be affected beyond the loaded region. It can be done assuming it is the same all the 

way but it is not which is a conventional method. The more realistic approach is to model 

the soil by using the elastic foundation model as shown in Figure 14 and Figure 15 but it 

Figure 13 :  Loads on Winkler Model 
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is more complicated and requires more in-depth knowledge on how to calculate the true 

nature of soil and to find the soil interaction value of q.   

 

 

Figure 14: Loads on Elastic Foundation.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 15: True behaviour of soil on loading. 

 

In 1961, Vesic proposed an expression for kN	 in terms of EN and vN (of soil) as Bowels 

1996 which can be expressed as: 

 

_� � 1b C0.65 ∗ Dd�befgdghB H ∗ d�1 − j�� 
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Where; 

B = width of the footing fg  = moment of inertia of the cross section  

dg = modulus of elasticity of the footing 

d� = Modulus of elasticity j� =Poisson’s ratio 

 

4.1 Modulus of subgrade reaction  

 

Everything in this universe changes its shape when the force is applied and soil is not an 

exception. When force is applied from the top of the soil, it changes its shape and soil 

shows a wide range of possible mechanical behaviour which determines its use for var-

ious purposes in the construction of various structures.  When the structure is placed on 

a soil, all the loads are transferred through the soil, therefore, it is important to make a 

stable base ground so that base can carry all the loads coming from the structure without 

causing any failure to base and structure.  

 

Since the soil displays very difficult behaviour when subjected to a load, its behaviour is 

very difficult to model. But the simplest representation is given by the Winkler model 

assuming pressure exerted at a specific point by soil is proportional to the displacement 

of soil at that point as shown in Figure 13. The Winker model has a limitation as the 

model doesn’t reproduce the characteristics of a continuous medium. Therefore, the re-

action of an elastic, slab or beam resting on an elastic foundation as shown in Figure 14 

and Figure 15 has been an interesting structural engineering problem. (Celep, 2007)  

 

The various software could be used to determine the deflections in a very precise manner 

by using a continuum, Winkler, and shear model but due to the limitation of bachelor’s 

thesis, it will not be discussed further. To construct a huge structure soil-structure inter-

action (SSI) is done where the need to study the real behaviour of subgrade soil is much 

higher. The structural engineer can often use precise software where the structure is 

modelled in detail but the subgrade is poorly described which might cause various prob-

lems in the future. (Celep, 2007) Therefore, the need to see the true behaviour of soil is 

higher in the construction industry. But as stated above due to the limitations of the thesis 

only a simple case is taken and the problem is solved by using simple equation	 
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	kN	 	� 	 q δ< . Further calculations have been done to calculate the value of kN	which can 

be studied from Appendix 2. 

 

The word modulus of subgrade reaction tells the contact pressure underneath a founda-

tion with settlement caused by the load. It is the ratio of bearing pressure to the settle-

ment. Engineers are often confused with this term with load bearing capacity of soil. But  

these are two different terms. The load bearing capacity of soil is something that the load 

which soil can carry before it is being damaged while the modulus of subgrade reaction 

is the ratio of pressure vs settlement. (Lewis, 2007) 

 

 

The most important factor is to calculate the allowable settlement in soil. Normally, in a 

small slab, there is a shear failure and with the big loads the settlement failure. The 

settlement failure and allowable settlement have to be calculated and if there is more 

settlement than the allowable settlement then there is a slab failure. 

 

Figure 17: Soil pressure distribution on loading in two different slabs with different force. 

Figure 16: Soil contour. (Tribedi, 2013) 
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The modulus of subgrade reaction is used to design a flexible slab while a rigid founda-

tion can be safely designed using bearing capacity. Even though in slab there are many 

load points and other difficulties, the soil is considered to be flexible to calculate the soil 

pressure contour and settlements. The final calculation can be seen in Appendix 2. 

 

Determining the coefficient of subgrade reaction is not a straightforward process as the 

depth of the loaded area below the ground surface depends on the force that is coming 

from the top. The wide slab will settle more while on the other hand the narrow slab will 

settle less as more soil is mobilized by the wide mat which can be seen from Figure 

17.The value of ks can be found by carrying out an in-situ plate load test as the soil is a 

variable material or by relating it to the elastic foundation. The test setup for the load test 

is shown in Figure 18. 

 

For the test, a test pit is laid up to the depth where the foundation is supposed to be laid. 

The bottom width of the pit is five times more than the width of the foundation and at the 

center of the pit, a hole is made whose size is equal to the size of a plate. The plate 

should not be less than 25mm and its length varies from 300mm to 750mm. Circular or 

square plate can be chosen according to the choice of the foundation. After the setup, 

the load is applied from the top and the corresponding settlement is noted in a computer. 

Nowadays, a heavy crane is used to apply the loading from the top as seen in Figure 43. 

 

The settlement for the cohesive soil is more and quick due to the low bearing capacity 

while the denser soil has more bearing capacity and more loading is required for the 

more settlement. After that, the required value of ks and other necessary data from the 

formula can be calculated. 

 

 

Figure 18: Plate load test setup. (Chandra, 2014) 
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During the experiment, the value of ks depends on upon the size of the plate and the 

breadth of a beam that is resting on the elastic subgrade. Jones confirmed in 1997 that 

with the increase in the breadth of the slab the value of ks decreases. The common val-

ues of ks corresponding to the plate area of 10 m2 for different soil types are given below: 

 

Table 1: Typical value of ks 

 

Soil Type Permissible pressure (kN/m2)   lm	* (102) (kN/m^3) 

Gray plastic Silty clay with sand and organic 

salt 

98 137.34 

Brown saturated silty clay with sand  147.15 196.20 

Weak soil (clay, silty clays with sand in plastic 

state ) 

Up to 147.15 (98.1 – 196.2 – 294.3) 

 

(Rao, 2011, p. 159) 

 

Following calculated value was obtained for the 24m*1.5m*0.25m slab. The detailed cal-

culated value of	_� can be studied from Appendix 2. The average value of _�	is, 

 	
kN,nop � kN,RTqrTs * 4kN,RtsqTs5 � 1016 * 4 ∗ 16505 � 1523.2	kNmA 	

 

 

4.2 Load Calculation 

 

The loads are generally categorized as vertical loads like dead load, live load and hori-

zontal like winds load. Dead loads are permanent loads which are transferred from the 

structure through the lifespan of the structure. The self-weight of the structure is consid-

ered the dead load. In this case, the weight of the soil above the slab is dead load and 

the weight of different pipes are not taken into account as they are too small. On the 

other hand, live loads are those kinds of loads that are produced by the impact and they 

change over the course of time. Sometimes there is a huge live load and sometimes 

there are small live loads depending upon the condition of the traffic. 

 

For example, in this case, the traffic loads are the live loads. These traffic loads depend 

on the load of the traffic that is moving on the surface. Loads due to the road traffic, 
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containing cars, lorry, and special industrial vehicles give rise to the horizontal, static and 

dynamic forces. They depend on upon various factors like the average of vehicles per 

year, jam frequency etc. Sometimes there can be a huge truck carrying big loads or 

sometimes small vehicles.  Loads can be categorized as follows: 

 

Dead loads: Earth Load, Self-weight of slab  

Live Loads: Traffic Loads 

Not considered: Weight of various pipes and other structures. 

 

The traffic loads in the EuroCode is calculated by determining the pattern of the wheels. 

Traffic loads are put under two categories in EuroCodes “F” and “G” in Table 6.8 in Eu-

rocode1991-1-1:2002 as shown in Figure 44. Category F is for the gross vehicle weight 

of ≤30KN while the category G is for the vehicle more than 30 KN and less than 160 KN 

of weight.  

The recommended values for the uniformly distributed traffic load (4u) and characteristic 

traffic loads value of a variable concentrated load (vu) can be found in Table 6.8 in Eu-

roCodes 1991-1-1. (European Standard Institution, 2004). Figure 19 consists of the total 

load diagram which shows the various load distributions over the slab. The load distribu-

tion calculations can be studied in the Appendix 2. 
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Figure 20: Soil Behaviour on traffic loading. (Renwick, 2008) 

 

In Figure 20 the analysis performed by Renwick in 2008 is present which shows the 

representation of traffic loading. According to the calculation, the total dead load com-

bining the self-weight of slab and the weight of earth above the slab was 60kN/m which 

is represented as w%x and the traffic load below 1.5m from the ground below is 40kN/m 

which is represented as  w�x which can be seen in Appendix 2. 

 

 

 

Figure 21: Distribution of Traffic Loads over 6 m of the slab. 

 

In this case, the total load “F” was taken to be 90 kN from the category Q of EuroCode 

1991-1-4:2002 (E) which can be seen in Figure 44. From calculation, F1 is 45kN  in the 
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surface as seen in Figure 21 for a 6m slab. The same logic was used to distribute the 

traffic loads for the 24m slab. The total design traffic load that the slab receives at a depth 

of 1.5m is 40kN/m as shown in appendix 2. The axle load is applied on two square sur-

faces within 200mm side which are the loading area as seen in Figure 44. Similar further 

calculations were done in a ratio of 2:1 at the depth of 1.5m for the 24m long slab in 

various loading cases and the final result for the 24m underground slab is as shown in 

Figure 19. 

There was a decrease in the traffic loads when the depth was decreased and at the 

ground level of -1.5m the calculated design total traffic load was: 

 

Design	traffic	load	!−1.5m$ � 		1.5 ∗ 8 45	kN0.5 ∗ 1.5m * 0.2m* 0.5 ∗ 1.5m=~	40kN/m 

 

 

The load in 6 m slab is applied and denoted as F1 in two points of the slab which are at 

a distance of 1.8m. Common load case is calculated when there are two vehicles which 

are present at a distance of 1m for 24m slab as seen in Figure 19. 

 

While in case, of the dead load the weight of a slab and the earth load coming from the 

top was also calculated which was 60kN/m.  

 

Design	earth	load * selfweight � 1.15 �1.5m ∗ 0.25m ∗ 25 kNmA * 1.5m ∗ 1.5m ∗ 19 kNmA� 

 ~	60kN/m 
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5 Reinforced Concrete Slab  

 

With reference to the data from the geotechnical survey, the Geo-technician can report 

the ground condition which can be weak or strong. If the soil cannot hold the structure 

due to the low load-bearing capacity of the soil, then the engineer designs the structure 

according to the necessary designs so that the construction will work perfectly. Due to 

the insufficient load bearing capacity of soil and high values of the settlement engineer 

can decide to put a spaced pile to transfer the load to the ground.  

 

Concrete is a mixture of cement, sand, water, gravel and other aggregates.  Sometimes 

various admixtures are also mixed in the mixture to increase its hardening time, tough-

ness etc. The most common type of cement that is used is Portland cement but the type 

of cement might vary depending upon the various environment factors. The durability of 

the concrete slab also depends on the presence of minerals in the soil that will also 

deteriorate the concrete. The deformations of concrete mainly depend upon the compo-

sition of aggregates. Where pile supported slabs are used, the long-term support to the 

slab is assumed to be solely done by the piles themselves and not by the sub-base soil. 

The typical type of cement used is C30/37 and it might vary depending on the soil con-

ditions. The strength of concrete increases in time and achieves its full strength in 28 

days from the curing date. (European Standard Institution, 2004)  

 

Reinforcement in concrete is very important and nowadays it is used in almost every 

structure that is being built e.g. bridges, buildings, skyscrapers, homes, warehouse, foun-

dations, roads, tunnels, dams, powerhouse, nuclear power plants, etc. Reinforcements 

are also considered an environmentally friendly material as it can be used again after 

recycling. (Concrete reinforcing steel institute) 

 

Concrete has a very good compression strength but it can’t take any tension. To coun-

teract this defect of concrete, it is cast with rebar’s to carry the tensile loads of a structure. 

Concrete can take at least ten times more compression than tension. (Morgan, 2015) 

Reinforcement is an important component of reinforced concrete and mostly steel is used 

as a reinforcement material. Now in AEC industry, most of the construction is done with 

reinforced concrete structures with various construction components like slabs, walls, 

beams, columns, foundations, and frames etc. (Curl, 2000). 
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There are various benefits of using reinforcement in concrete which is listed as follows: 

 

• Transfer the interior tensile forces. 

• Regulator Flexural cracking, direct tension cracking. 

• Transmit compressive forces 

• Deliver restraint toward bars in compression. 

• Bound extensive long-term deformation. (Gilbert, 2012) 

 

The reinforcement details are calculated with reference to EuroCode 1992-1-1:2004 (E). 

There can be various problems that can occur in the slab which is discussed below. 

 

5.1 Shrinkage and Creep in a slab 

 

Shrinkage or drying shrinkage is the reduction in the volume of concrete due to the loss 

of water. There can be several cracks on the floor of the slab if shrinkage is not taken 

into account. Shrinking can lead to other various defects like the curling effect. This could 

lead to the decrease in the load carrying capacity and various joint stability problems. 

Shrinkage is determined by the numerous aspects which depend on upon the properties 

of several components like the mixing manner, the amount of moisture while curing, dry 

environment and member size. Similarly, the size of aggregate and the cement type have 

individual characteristics backing the concrete contraction or shrinkage. (The California 

Producers Committee and Volume Change and Affiliated Technical Organizations) 

 

Figure 22: Shrinkage and cracks in a slab 

 

According to EuroCode, the shrinkage and creep are time-dependent properties of con-

crete and their properties are taken into account for the serviceability limit state. Creep 

and shrinkage are influenced by the maturity of the concrete when the load is first applied 

and they depend on the period and scale of the loading. The ultimate limit state stability 
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is considered depending upon the effect of the ductility and rotation capacity of the ele-

ments. (European Standard Institution, 2004, p. 32)  

 

According to the EuroCode 1991-1-1:2004 (E) for the calculation of shrinkage there are 

two components that have to be taken into account. The drying shrinkage strain and the 

autogenous shrinkage strain. The drying shrinkage develops slowly and the autogenous 

shrinkage develops during the hardening of the concrete. Hence, the value of shrinkage 

strain ∈&� is given by (European Standard Institution, 2004, p. 32) 

 ∈RN	�	∈Rx	*∈Rn 
Where, ∈Rx	 = drying shrinkage strain ∈Rn = autogenous shrinkage strain ∈Rx	� 	 βxN!t, tN$ ∗ k� ∗∈Rx	,� 

 

βxN!t, tN	$ � 	 !t − tN	$
!t − tN$ * 0.04�h�A 

Where, 

 

t = age (in days) of the concrete at the moment considered. tN	= is the age of the concrete (days) at the beginning of drying shrinkage (or swelling), 

normally this is at the end of curing.  

ht �	2A� u	<   the notional size (mm) of the cross-section. A� = Concrete cross section area. 

u = perimeter for the part of the cross-section exposed to drying. k� = is a coefficient depending on the notional size of ℎ' according to the Table 1. ∈Rx	,� = Nominal unrestrained drying shrinkage from Table 2. 

 

Table 2: Values of _�  

ℎ' _� 

100 1,0 

200 0,85 

300 0,75 ≥ 500 0,75 
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Table 3: The value of ∈&�	,�for different strength classes and ambient relative humidity. 

 
./_./_, /1�,	!MPa$	 Relative Humidity (%) 

20 40 60 80 90 100 

20/25 0,62 0,58 0,49 0,30 0,17 0,00 

40/50 0,48 0,46 0,38 0,24 0,13 0,00 

60/75 0,38 0,36 0,30 0,19 0,10 0,00 

80/95 0,30 0,28 0,24 0,15 0,008 0,00 

90/105 0,27 0,25 0,21 0,13 0,007 0,00 

 

The final autogenous shrinkage is calculated from, 

 ∈Rn !∞$ � 2.5!fR� − 10	$10�� 

 

Finally, total shrinkage was calculated to be 2.86*10-4 mm. The detail calculation is in-

cluded in appendix 2. 

 εRN!t$ � 4.89 ∗ 10�� * 2.38 ∗ 10�e � 2.86 ∗ 10�emm 

 

5.2 Cracking in a slab 

 

In Figure 23, cracks can be seen in the slab. There can be various reasons like excessive 

stress in the slab, shrinkage and creep cracks due to unstable soil, use of less reinforce-

ment, use of improper admixtures, an improper mixture of cement, aggregates and sand, 

or due to heave in the soil etc. These cracks can make the whole structure unstable and 

can cause the leakage in the pipes. With the leak, there will be a dangerous situation for 

the contamination of sewage pipes into other pipes around the structure.  

 

 

Figure 23: Cracking in a slab.                   
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It is very necessary to find the reason for the formation of the cracks and remove the 

problem to prevent the further increase of the cracking. The proper use of reinforcement 

and choosing the right cement according to the soil condition will help prevent the crack-

ing of soil. If the soil is acidic and has different chemicals, then the soil is removed and 

treated. Various admixtures are added during the construction time according to the na-

ture of the soil. In order to prevent the water entering inside the slab and rusting the 

rebar’s, it is important to main the minimum concrete cover on a slab. The rusting of 

rebars will also lead to the cracking of the slab.  

 

If the design of the slab is for a long time and if it gets broken down after a few years of 

use, then the engineering failure will lead to loss of tax payer’s money as well as to the 

reputation of the construction company and of the consultant. Therefore, choosing the 

right admixture, rebar size and making the stable ground conditions will determine the 

life of the slab.  

 

The general considerations that have to be taken into account for the crack control ac-

cording to the EN 1992-1-1 are the following:   

 

Minimum cracking should be taken into account until and unless it doesn’t hamper the 

proper functioning or the strength of the structure or cause its form to be unacceptable. 

Similarly, the limiting calculated crack width ���� should be taken into account. The 

value of ���� can be found in the national Annex of each individual country while the 

recommended value of EuroCode is also present depending upon the relevant exposure 

class.  

 

The recommended value of W�n� can be found in Table 7.1 in EuroCode 1992-1-1. 

(European Standard Institution, 2004, p. 126) 

 

The crack width, 	�� can be calculated from below expression: 

 W� � Ss,�n�	!ϵN� −	ϵR�	$ 
Where, Ss,�n� 	�	 maximum crack spacing 

Ss,�n� �	kAc * k%k�ke ∅¡¢,M££  ϵN�								�	 mean strain in the reinforcement 
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ϵR�								�	 mean strain in the concrete between cracks. 

 

ϵN� −	ϵR�	 �	σN	 −	kr	 	 ¥O¦,M££¡¢,M££ 	§1 * αT ∗ ρª,T¥¥	«EL 	≥ 0.6	 σNEN	 
 σN	 = stress in the tension reinforcement assuming a cracked section. kr	= factor dependent on the duration of the load.	_	 = 0.6 and 0.4 for short and long 

term loading respectively. .&,¬gg  = is the mean value of the tensile strength of a concrete.	.Rr,T¥¥	 �	./62 

 

ρª,T¥¥	 = 					!N		$O,M££ ®s       = cross sectional area of reinforcement AR,T¥¥  = effective area of concrete in tension surrounding the reinforcement,hR,T¥¥ .Where hR,T¥¥ is lesser of min(2.5(h-d), (h-x)/3, h/2) 

αT       = ratio of EN	/	ER�	 EN 								�		design value of modulus of elasticity of reinforcing steel ER�	    = decant modulus of elasticity of concrete 

 

Figure 24: Slab in Tension. (European Standard Institution, 2004, p. 124) 

 

The final crack width was calculated to be 0.91mm which can be studied from Appendix 

2. W� � 1087.5mm ∗ 0.000841 � 0.74	mm 
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6 Finite Element Method (FEM) 

 

FEM or finite element method is by far the most powerful method to solve the complex 

numerical problem. The FEM solving technique helps us to find the approximate solu-

tions to boundary value problems for partial differential equations. FEM is also commonly 

known as Finite element analysis (FEA). The major idea of FEM software is that it divides 

the whole problems into the smaller parts called finite elements and solves the equations 

of those finite elements and assembles them which gives us the full result of the problem. 

FEM is widely used in civil, aeronautical, mechanical, mining and lots of other sectors. 

In this problem Autodesk Robot Structural Analysis Professional 2014 (FEM) was used 

to calculate the moment and other necessary values in a slab. As there are lots of loads 

coming to the slab from the top in a form of dead loads and live loads, supports system 

of columns were made from deep soil mixing method. 

 

With the average value of kN known which is	1523.2kN/mA, it was possible to calculate 

the moment, deflection and soil-slab interaction pressure in a slab with and without sup-

port. The total number of initial support system was 19 and the radius of the column was 

300mm which was reduced after design optimization to 14 columns with 400mm radius 

and c/c distance of 1700mm. 

 

 

Figure 25: Settings in Robot Structural Analysis (FEM) 
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In Figure 25 the common settings can be seen that were used in Robot Structural Anal-

ysis to calculate the required values of moments, displacement, soil-slab interaction val-

ues and reaction forces. At first, the analysis was conducted with the use of soil as an 

only support system and the result can be seen in Figure 26. 

 

 

 

Figure 26: Moment values in the X direction with only soil as a support system. 

 

The various load values obtained from the calculation were applied in the middle of the 

slab. The maximum value of moment was calculated with soil as an only support system 

and the obtained value is 50. 21kNm.At first, when soil was only used a support system 

the deflection was very high. The maximum displacement noted in the calculation was 

4.1 cm which can be seen from Figure 27. The maximum displacement noted was in the 

middle of the slab. In the corner areas, the noted displacement was 3.4 to 3.5 cm. 

 

 

 

Figure 27: Displacement in the slab with only clay support  in cm. 
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Figure 28: Moment value in A-A1 section (0,0.75) ; (24,0.75) cut  in 2 points. 

 

From the calculation of ks, it can be seen that the value of ks doesn’t depend on the 

bearing capacity of soil but it rather depends on the settlement and the load, that is being 

applied to it. Similarly, from the calculation, it can be seen that there are lots of tension 

points in slab which means there is a deflection in a slab. 

 

 

Figure 29: Soil reaction values. 

 

As there was plenty of deflection in slab it is necessary to provide support for a slab. 

Columns which were made by the deep soil mixing method was used to provide support 

for a slab. The maximum deflection noted was in the centre where the combined loading 

is present. From Figure 29 soil-slab reaction value can be calculated and the maximum 

value is 62.74kN/m2. Secondly, the support system that was made from DSM method 
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were placed and the analysis was done. From the analysis, we have the following result 

as seen in Figure 30. 

 

 

 

Figure 30: Moment values in the X direction with DSM columns supports system. 

 

In Figure 26 and Figure 30 completely different result is obtained. When the soil was only 

used as a support system for the slab, the slab was in tension in various areas as well 

as slab had a plenty of deflection. But figure 30 shows a different result. In figure 30 it 

can be seen that slab is completely normal and there is only minor tension near the 

support system. The maximum value of moment noted was near the support system 

which is 50.27kNm. With supports of 19 columns, deflection was none. It was zero. The 

most important value is to determine the distance between the columns.  

When the analysis was performed with 19 columns it was noted that the maximum reac-

tion force in the columns was 158.57kN. From the calculation, it was noted that the max-

imum load that the column of radius 300mm of compressive strength 400kPa can with-

stand is 113.09 kN. Since from analysis, it can be seen that reaction force is maximum 

than what the columns can carry which would cause it to fail. Therefore, there has to be 

a change in the details of the column. It was decided to increase the radius of the column 

to 400mm from 300mm which would give the sufficient strength to support the slab on 

the top as seen from the calculation. 
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In Figure 31 sectional values of the moment in X – direction for initial support system 

with 19 columns is shown. There is not a significant tension in the slab except near the 

support system which means more rebar is needed near the support system. 

 

 

 

Figure 31: A-A1 section( 0,0.41), (24,0.41) moment values. 

 

6.1 Design Optimization 

 

From the calculations, the maximum reaction force for supports, moments and deflection 

in the slab was noted. Initially, support columns of a radius 300mm having a compressive 

strength of 400kPa was designed. Initial idea was to use the column of less radius to 

save concrete but from the calculation, it can see that making a smaller radius will not 

be able to hold all the force that will come to the slab.  

 

Figure 32: Support reaction values for 19 columns according to the first 
planed arrangement as seen in Figure 9. 
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So, by using the compressive strength of 400kPa of 300mm radius column, 

 Load	that	one	300mm	radius		column	can	withstand � 	π	 ∗ 0.3� ∗ 400kPa � 113.09kN Total	load	that	19	columns	can	withstand � 2148.71kN Total	load	that	is	coming	from	the	top	to	the	slab � 1984kN 	
But from analysis, it can see that there is more reaction force than what one column can 

withstand as shown in Figure 32. The maximum reaction force was obtained which is 

158,57kN. The design of column has to be done according to the obtained force. 

 

So, it was decided to change the radius of 300mm column to 400mm radius. After chang-

ing the radius of columns from 300mm to 400mm the capacity of the columns was that it 

can withstand a load of 201.06kN. 

 Load	that	one	column	of	radius	400mm	can	withstand � 	π	 ∗ 0.4� ∗ 400kPa � 201.06kN Total	load	that	19	columns	can	withstand � 3820.14_U 

 

Since there was more excessive support force, it was decided to change the number of 

columns to 14 from 19. From the calculation total support force was calculated which is 

2814.84kN. This force is sufficient to support the slab.  

 Total	load	that	14	columns	can	withstand � 2814.84_U 

 

From the calculation and from Figure 35 (b) it can see that the radius of 400mm will be 

a solution of the problem. The columns will be of compressive strength 400kPa and c/c 

distance of 1700mm. The final design is done according to this result. 

 

In order to confirm the calculation and to make a proper decision on the arrangements 

of columns. Two different types of arrangements were analysed without a change in any 

properties of the column. Only the arrangement of the columns was changed as shown 

in Figure 33. 
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                                                          (a) 

 

 

 

                                                           (b) 

 

Figure 33: (a), (b) shows the middle and triangular plan arrangement for DSM columns 
respectively. 

 

In Figure 33 (a) columns were placed in the middle of the slab while in (b) the columns 

were kept in a triangular arrangement. With only the change in the arrangement of col-

umns, two different values of reactions in the slab was obtained. While columns were in 

the middle of the slab, the maximum value of moment was 44.78 kNm as seen in Figure 

34 (a). 
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                                                              (a) 

 

 

                                                                (b) 

 

Figure 34: Moment values for two different columns arrangements.(a) columns are in the 
middle of the slab. (b) columns are in the triangular arrangement. 

 

From the triangular arrangement, the maximum value of the moment obtained was 50.91 

kNm. Similarly, the reaction force in the support system was also different as seen in 

Figure 35. 
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(a)                                                                                          (b) 

 

 

In Figure 35 (a) and (b) two different column supports reaction values can be seen for 

the two different arrangement. The Figure 35 (a) values were obtained when the columns 

were placed in the middle of the slab, while Figure 35 (b) value is for the arrangement of 

columns when they were placed in the triangular arrangement. From the above figure, it 

can be seen that the triangular arrangement is better than the middle one. 

 

After all the calculations final design was done with a triangular arrangement of columns. 

Columns have a compressive strength of 400kPa and radius of 400mm. Columns are 

kept at a centre to centre distance of 1700mm. The total number of columns used in the 

design process was 14 which would obtain the sufficient carrying capacity for the slab. 

7 Final Design  

 

The final design was done according to the triangular arrangement of columns. The plan 

can be seen in Figure 38. The maximum calculated value of the moment is 50.91kNm, 

but 51kNm was used as a value of moment during the calculation.  The full calculation 

can be studied from the Appendix 2. The slab was designed according to those calcula-

tions.  

 

 

Figure 35: Value of reaction force for columns. (a) reaction force for middle arrange-
ment, (b) triangular arrangement of columns. 
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                                                            (b) 

                                                             

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 36: (a) sectional drawing of slab. (b) sectional drawing of DSM column. 
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8 Conclusion 

 

Engineering is a challenging working environment as we have to make new ideas in 

every project, engineering is about facts. Every project is a new project. We solve the 

complex problems mathematically and try to find the best answer. For engineering stu-

dents like me solving the puzzle of designing a slab in a weak soil was an excellent 

opportunity to learn new things and begin my career in designing of the structures. In 

school usually, the design of basic structures with basic problems are studied. Being able 

to conduct a research and solve the real problems helped me learn many new things 

and I think it will be very useful for me in upcoming years. 

 

The main objective was to find a suitable solution for the design of the slab which was 

fulfilled with the design of the column of 400mm radius with a compressive strength of 

400kPa. Firstly the maximum deflection in a slab was calculated keeping clay as a sup-

port system. On the process, the modulus of subgrade reaction was calculated using the 

Bowels formula as shown in Appendix 2.  

 

After the calculation of modulus of subgrade reaction for a flexible foundation, data were 

input to the Robot Structural Analysis (FEM) and the value of deflection and moment 

were calculated. The deflection was very high due to the settlement of the slab. Since it 

is not possible to construct the slab with a high amount of deflection, the cheap and 

effective solution for the problem was to provide the support system which was created 

by deep column mixing. It is beneficial to increase the length of insulation used, at least 

100mm in each side to preserve the moisture in the final design. 

 

The compressive strength of the column is very hard to predict but from various notable 

writers, it was concluded that the compressive strength of columns depends on clay and 

water-concrete ratio. A column of compressive strength 400kPa was used as the support 

system for the slab. After the calculation of spacing and the diameter of the column, the 

length of the column was decided to be of 3 m assuming that there is a better soil with a 

higher bearing capacity of soil as the depth increases. If there isn’t a better soil below 

the layer of clay in a shorter distance, it is possible to increase the length of a column 

with an increase in diameter and compressive strength of column or to use a different 

method as a support system.   
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Finally, the analysis with DSM support system was done. From the above calculation, it 

can be seen that that use of support system decreases the tension in the slab as seen 

in Figure 30. The number of columns can be reduced but the deflection and the reaction 

force have to be noted. 
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Figure 40: Presumptive bearing capacity of various soil types. (Builder's Engineer)
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 Figure 42: End bearing pile and Friction pile. (Pile Foundations) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Figure 41: Sub soil exploration sample document from water reservoir project 
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Figure 43: Plate bearing test setup. (Plate bearing test) 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 44: Traffic loading values from EuroCode EN 1991-1-1:2002(E). 
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Calculations 

 

We have a slab of 24m*1.5m*0.25m which is located at a depth of 1.5m from surface. 

The thickness of a slab is taken to be 0.25m. For a small slab of length 6m, we can see 

a traffic load distribution in  Figure 21 . In this case we have a slab of 24m and the total 

calculated load distribution is as shown in Figure 19. We are going to breakdown the 

calculations and solve the problem. We have to examine the shrinkage and width of 

crack in the slab. In order to calculate the moment, the Robot Structural Analysis (FEM) 

software was used as we have various loading condition which is very hard and complex 

to calculate manually.  

 

Modulus of Subgrade reaction (lm) 
 

Subgrade reaction(_�) can be determined by using given expression: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

Figure 45: Rigid and flexible foundation. (M.Das) 
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_� � 1b C0.65 ∗ Dd�befgdghB H ∗ d�1 − j�� 

 d� , dg= Modulus of soil and footing, respectively, in consistent units 

b, fg= Footing width and its moment of inertia based on cross section (not plan) 

            in consistent units 

 

Since the twelfth root of any value times 0.65 will be close to 1, for all practical purposes 

the Vesic (1961) equation reduces to: 

 _� � d�b ∗ !1 − j��$ 
 
 
According to the Bowels formula, 
 

∆´ � 4�b′ 1 − j�d� ∗ 2f�fg 

 
 
Where; 
 ∆´ = settlement 

M = number of corners contributing to settlement 

For footing canter m = 4 and at the side m =2 and at the corner m = 1 

 
According to Bowels Formula; 
 d�¶ � %�·B¸¹    

 
For _�	 calculation we use ; 
 ∆´ � ∆4b′d�¶2f�fg 
 _� � ∆4∆´ � 1b¶d�¶2f�fg 
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From Steinbrenner (1934), shape factor(Is) can be obtained by: 
 f� � º% * 1 − 2j�1 − j� ∗ º� 

 º% � 19 !®� * ®%$ 
 º� � 329 6"3�%!®�$ 
 
 
Where, 
 

®� � 2 ∗ ln »!1 * √1 *2�$√2� * 3�2!1 * √2� * 3� * 1$ ¼ 
 
 

®% � ln »!2 * √1 *2�$√1 * 3�2 *√2� * 3� * 1 ¼ 
 ®� � 23 * √2� * 3� * 1 

 
Where, 
 
For center, 
 2 � ½b 	3 � b́/2 

 	
For corner, 
 2 � ½b 

 3 � b́ 

 
 
Now from our slab data; 
 
Breadth (B)=1.5 m 

Length (L) = 24 m 

Depth (D) =1.75 m 
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Modulus of soil(Es) = 11.72 MPa soft clay (5-25Mpa); from Bowel Book Table 2-8. 

 

Poisson’s ratio for clay(µ)=0.30 

 

Now for center; 

 

d′� � 1 − j�d� � 1 − 0.3�11.72 � 0.07765			2�/¾U 

 
For Center: 
 2 � ½b � 241.5 � 16 

 3 � b́/2 � 10			!W,/-22,3:,:	
"01,	-.	´ � 5b$ 
 b¶ � b2 � 1.52 � 0.75	2 

 

®� � 2 ∗ ln »§1 * √1 *2�«√2� * 3�2§1 * √2� * 3� * 1« ¼ � 16 ∗ ln »§1 * √1 * 16�«√16� * 10�16§1 * √16� * 10� * 1« ¼ � 0.151 

 

®% � ln »!2 * √1 *2�$√1 * 3�2 *√2� * 3� * 1 ¼ � ln »!16 * √1 * 16�$√1 * 10�16 * √16� * 10� * 1 ¼ � 2.22 

 ®� � 23 * √2� * 3� * 1 � 1610 * √16� * 10� * 1 � 0.553 

 º% � 19 !®� * ®%$ � 19 !0.151 * 2.22$ � 0.755 

 º� � ¿�À 6"3�%!®�$ � %��À 6"3�%!0.553$ � 0.80 ; 6"3�%	53	+":5"3 

 f� � º% * 1 − 2j�1 − j� ∗ º� � 0.755 * 1 − 2 ∗ 0.301 − 0.30 ∗ 0.80 � 1.212 

 fg � 0.8 8 (guessed from Table); see Figure 46. 
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Figure 46:	fg value. (IIT Kanpur, India) 

 
 
Finally, for center; 
 
 _� � 1b′d�¶2f�fg � 10.75 ∗ 0.07765 ∗ 16 ∗ 1.212 ∗ 0.8 � 1.016¾U/2A � 1016_U/2A 

 
 
 
Similarly, for Corners, 
 2 � ½b � 241.5 � 16 

 3 � b́ � 5			!W,/-22,3:,:	
"01,	-.	´ � 5b$ 
 b¶ � b2 � 1.52 � 0.75	2 

 

®� � 2 ∗ ln »§1 * √1 *2�«√2� * 3�2§1 * √2� * 3� * 1« ¼ � 16 ∗ ln »§1 * √1 * 16�«√16� * 5�16§1 * √16� * 5� * 1« ¼ � 0.044 

 

®% � ln »!2 * √1 *2�$√1 * 3�2 *√2� * 3� * 1 ¼ � ln »!16 * √1 * 16�$√1 * 5�16 * √16� * 5� * 1 ¼ � 1.605 

 ®� � 23 * √2� * 3� * 1 � 165 * √16� * 5� * 1 � 0.734 
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º% � 19 !®� * ®%$ � 19 !0.044 * 1.605$ � 0.525 

 º� � ¿�À 6"3�%!®�$ � ��À 6"3�%!0.734$ � 0.504;  6"3�%	53	+":5"3 
 f� � º% * 1 − 2j�1 − j� ∗ º� � 0.525 * 1 − 2 ∗ 0.301 − 0.30 ∗ 0.504 � 0.813 

 _� � 1b¶d�¶2f�fg � 10.75 ∗ 0.07765 ∗ 16 ∗ 0.813 ∗ 0.8 � 1.650¾U2A � 1650_U/2A 

 
 
For an average value we will use weighting, consisting of four center contributions + one 
corner value giving, 
 
 _�,�	Á � _�,&¬¿¬# * 4_�,&'#¿¬#5 � 1016 * 4 ∗ 16505 � 1523.2_U/2A 

 
 
Finally According to Bowel the value of _� doesn’t depend on the value of load bearing 
capacity of clay or soil.  
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Traffic loading calculation 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Now; 

 

Total design traffic load =  

 

Â,?5Ã3	V+"..5/	0-":	!−1.52$ � 		1.5 ∗ 8 45	_U0.5 ∗ 1.52 * 0.22 * 0.5 ∗ 1.52=~	40_U/2 

Here, B = 0.2 is the loading area. See Figure 44.  

Total Earth and self-weight: 

 

Â,?5Ã3	,"+6ℎ	0-": * ?,0.�,5Ãℎ6 � 1.15�1.52 ∗ 0.252 ∗ 25_U2A * 1.52 ∗ 1.52 ∗ 19_U2A�
� 60_U/2 

 

Total force on the slab due to traffic, earth and self-weight =  

 60 ∗ 1.25 * 100 ∗ 1.7 * 60 ∗ 0.1 * 100 ∗ 1.7 * 60 ∗ 1.25 * 2 ∗ 60 * 100 ∗ 1.7 * 0.1 ∗ 100* 1 ∗ 100 * 0.7 ∗ 140 * 1 ∗ 100 * 0.1 ∗ 60 * 1.7 ∗ 100 * 3.7 ∗ 60 * 1.25∗ 60 * 1.7 ∗ 100 * 0.1 ∗ 60 * 1.7 ∗ 100 * 1.25 ∗ 60 � 1988_U	 
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Reinforcement Calculation 

 

Maximum moment on the slab §¾�,���« � 51_U2 ,with support  

For total number of rebar required in the slab, 

 

We have, 

Maximum design Moment§¾�,���« � 51_U2 

Tensile mean value(.&�$ � 2.9	¾Ä" 

Characteristics compressive strength§.Åu« � 500U/22� 

 Æ¿'� � 	5022 

 

Concrete C30/37 

 

º&� � Ç�.È�	∗A�ÉÊ�%.� Ë � 17U/22�  

 

º&� �	2¾Ä"1.5 � 1.34	 U22� 

 

d = 250mm – 50mm – 12/2 = 194mm  

Now, 

 

Relative	moment!μ$ � 	 ¾�,���� ∗ :� ∗ .&� �	 5112 ∗ !0.194$� ∗ 17 ∗ 10A 	uÎ�B
� 0.079 

 

Again, 

Ï � 1 − Ð1 − 2j � 0.083 < 0.2								ÒÓ 

 

Ô � : �1 − Ï2� � 194	 Õ1 −	0.0672 Ö � 	185.9322 

 

!ºÅ� � .Åu×� � 435U22� $ 
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Area of rebar per meter   ®� �	ÉØ,ÙÚÛÔ∗		gÜØ �	 �%∗%�Ý	Î��%È�.ÞA	��∗	eA�	 ßÙÙB � 630.56��B
�         

   

Now, 

®�,�)¿ � 2"à
áââ
âã0.26 ∗ .&�.Åu ∗ � ∗ : � 0.26 ∗ 2.9500 ∗ 100022 ∗ 19422 � 292.55222�2

0.0013 ∗ � ∗ : � 252.2	22�2 äåå
åæ 

 

Hence, 

®�,�)¿ � 292.552222
2  

 

But, 

 ®�,�)¿ < ®� 
 

Hence, ®� � 630.5622�/2,6,+    

 

We chose T12 rebar so, 

 

Spacing!�$ � %���∗%%A��B
�A�.�� � 179.2022 

 

So we chose spacing 150 mm 

 

Now, 

Total number of T12 rebar required=	150022−3022−302215022 � 9.33	 
 

We choose 10. 
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Calculation of Shrinkage 

  

From EuroCode we know that; 

 

Total shrinkage =Autogenous Shrinkage+ Drying Shrinkage 

 ε&� � ε&� * ε&� 

 

Where, ε&�= Autogenous Shrinkage ε&�=Drying Shrinkage 

 

Autogenous Shrinkage ε&�!6$ � Ï��!6$ ∗ ε&�!∞$ 
 

Where, ε&�!∞$ � 2.5 ∗ !.&u − 10$ ∗ 10�� � 5 ∗ 10��											(.&u=30Mpa) 

 

Ï��!6$ � 1 − ,§��.�∗√« 
 

For t=365 days 

 

Ï��!365$ � 1 − ,§��.�∗√A��« � 0.97 

 

Hence, ε&�!365$ � Ï��!365$ ∗ ε&�!∞$ � 4.89 ∗ 10��22 

 

Drying Shrinkage 

 ε&�!6$ � Ï��!6, 6�$ ∗ _� ∗ ε&�,� 

 

Where, 

ε&�,� � 0.85 ∗ 8!220 * 110 ∗ "��%$ ∗ 	,ç��Ø¹B∗	 èéÙèéÙê	ë= ∗ 10�� ∗ Ïìí 
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Ïìí � 1.55 81 − Çìí%��ËA=	~	0.80	         RH=80% 

 

We have, 

 .&� � 38Mpa; For Concrete C30/37 
 .&�' � 10Mpa 
 î�)�% � 4 (Class N) 
 î�)�� � 0.12  (Class N)  
 

Now, ε&�,� � 0.85 ∗ ï!220 * 110 ∗ 4$ ∗ ,��.%�∗A.Èð ∗ 10�� ∗ 0.80 � 2.84 ∗ 10�e 

 

Let’s consider drying shrinkage begins at the first day so, 6� � 1 

 

Ï��!6, 6�$ � 6 − 6�!6 − 6�$ * 0.04 ∗ √0.73 � 0.99 

 

ℎ� �	 �ñòó    

 

where, Ac=Cross section Area and µ=Perimeter of cross section 

 

Hence, 

 

ℎ' �	 2!0.25 ∗ 1.5$2!1.5 * 0.25$ � 0.2142 � 21422 

 

From table Table 2: Values of _� 

 _� � 0.85    

 

Now, 

 

Drying shrinkage strain = ε&�!6$ � Ï��!6, 6�$ ∗ _� ∗ ε&�,� 
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ε&�!6$ � 0.99 ∗ 0.85 ∗ 2.84 ∗ 10�e � 2.38 ∗ 10�emm 

 

Finally, Total shrinkage = ε&�!6$ � 4.89 ∗ 10�� * 2.38 ∗ 10�e � 2.86 ∗ 10�emm 

 

For infinite time, 

 Ï&�!∞$ � 1  Ï��!∞, 6�$ � 1 ε&�!∞$ � 5 ∗ 10�� ε&�!∞$ � 1 ∗ 90.7 ∗ 2.69 ∗ 10�e � 1.88 ∗ 10�emm 
 

Total shrinkage at infinite time ε&�!∞$ � ε&�!∞$ * ε&�!∞$ � 2.38 ∗ 10�e22 
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Crack Width calculation 

 

From EuroCode we know the formula of crack width is; 

 �u � �#,���!ô�� − ô&�$ 
 

Where, �u= crack width	
�#,��� �	_A/ * _%_�_e ∅õÊ,¬gg 

�#,��� � Maximum	Crack	spacing 

 ø��= Mean strain in the reinforcement under the relevant combination of loads, 
including the effect of imposed deformations and taking into account the effects of 
tension stiffening. Only the additional tensile strain beyond the state of zero strain 
of the concrete at the same level is considered 
 ô&�= Mean strain in the concrete between cracks 

 ô�� − ô&�	may be calculated from the expression: 

 

ø�� − ø&� � ù� − _ géú,ûèèüý,ûèè ∗ §1 * î¬ ∗ õÊ,¬gg«d� ≥ 0.6 ∗ ù�d� 
 

Where, 

î¬ � d�d&� � 20033 � 6.06 

d�= Design value of elastic modulus of reinforced steel= 200 Gpa d&�=Secant modulus of elasticity of Concrete= 33 Gpa 

 _ � 0.4	(Long term loading) 

 .&,¬gg � .&� � 2.9	¾Ä" 
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� ∗ à ∗ à2 � d�d&,¬gg ∗ ®� ∗ !: − à$ 
 

d&,¬gg �	 d&�1 * 	∅	!	∞, 6'$	 
 

Where, 

 ∅	!	∞, 6'$ = creep coefficient = 2.5 From graph 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

d&,¬gg � 331 * 2.5 � 9.428	_U/22� 

 

 Now, 

 

� ∗ à ∗ à2 � d�d&,¬gg ∗ ®� ∗ !: − à$ 
 

 75022 ∗ à� �	 ���Þ.e�È ∗ 630.5622� ∗ !19422 − à$ 
 

By equating above equation we get, à � 50.576422 
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®&,¬gg � ℎ¬gg ∗ � 

 

Where, ℎ¬gg � min	!2.5 ∗ !ℎ − :$; !ℎ − à$/3; 0.5ℎ$ 
ℎ¬gg � min	!2.5 ∗ !250 − 194$; !250 − 50.576$/3; 0.5 ∗ 0.5 ∗ 250$ 
 

Therefore, ℎ¬gg � 66.4722 

 

Then, ®&,¬gg � 66.47 ∗ 1500 � 9971222� 

 

õÊ,¬gg � ®�®&,¬gg � 630.5622�9971222� � 0.0063 

 

 

ù� � ¾Ç: − �AË ∗ ®� �
51 ∗ 10�Ç194 − ��.���A Ë ∗ 630.56 � 456.58U/22� 

Now, 

ø�� − ø&� � ù� − _ géú,ûèèüý,ûèè ∗ §1 * î¬ ∗ õÊ,¬gg«d�  

 

� 456.58¾Ä" − 0.4 ∗ �.ÞÉÊ��.���A ∗ !1 * 6.06 ∗ 0.0063$200000¾Ä"  

 

 

Equating above equation, 

 

We get, ø�� − ø&� � 0.00132 

 

Now, 

�#,��� �	_A/ * _%_�_e ∅õÊ,¬gg 
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Concrete cover(c)=50mm 

Bond factor(_%$ � 0.44	!U®$  

Strain distribution coefficient(_�$ � 1.10	(NA) 

Bar diameter(∅$ � 1222  _A � 3.4 _e � 0.425  

 

 

Now, 

�#,��� � 3.4 ∗ 5022 * 0.425 ∗ 0.44 ∗ 1.10 ∗ 12220.0063 � 561.80	22 

 

Finally, 

 

�u � 561.8022 ∗ 0.00132 � 0.7422 ≤ 0.6 ∗ �¹¹̧ 
 

0.74mm	 ≤ 	0.6 ∗ 456.58200  

 

0.7422 ≤ 1.36	 ok 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


